2017 Suggestions and I <3 ONF
1.3.2017
I <3 ONF Carrie: We still do 99% of our organic and specialty food shopping at ONF! Their prices
are better than Whole Foods for items we buy + the benefits of ownership, plus supporting a
local co-op.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
Sarah: Shopping cart seat belts have been broken on many carts. Took 5 carts to get 1 cart
today! Can the seatbelts and seats be checked?!
Rylee: Free hot cocoa on cold days! 
Ali: What a delicious idea, Rylee! Thanks for the suggestion. We do make yummy hot cocoa,
maybe there will be some free samples one of these cold days. Be on the lookout!
Anna: Make a vegan/regular cookbook for all the wonderful food from the café. I’d buy that!
The vegan food is great!
Heather: Hey Anna! Thanks for your suggestion on making a cookbook. That is a wonderful
idea. We will definitely look into it. If there is a recipe in particular you are looking for, A la
Carte will be more than happy to get it for ya!
Fran: Keep the bag savings donation box. Yes, I know it’s costly (costing?) so make it be a refund
for actually what the bag cost is instead of the 5 cents. That way it’s direct—you buy your bag
and you save x amount. You also save time, energy, etc. Don’t like the raffle idea at all!
Mike: Why not reprogram the registers to deduct 5 cents per bag brought in?
Sara: Please bring back the nickels for bags because many people give them to the charity boxes
and the stray kittens need them.
Anonymous: I see more and more products that are NO GMO but not organic. I think this
undermines the organic standard of ONF and conditions lots of people to think they’re buying
organic when it is NOT.
William: To: Member Par Excellence, Thank you for your recent comment to Ozark Natural
Foods Co-op regarding GMO foods. First, I appreciate that you are an engaged and aware
owner who cares about what the store carries. It’s important that owners engage in this
conversation with the board and staff of the co-op. You have brought up a topic that is very
important to me, personally, as well. It is also a complex topic for a co-op owned by nearly
10,000 members of the community. For clarification, here is ONF’s current Standards of Quality:
“We evaluate every product that the Co-op sells with your health in mind. We stand behind the
principle of not carrying Genetically Modified foods in the store.
All products sold at Ozark Natural Foods are free of

-artificial preservatives
-artificial colors
-artificial flavors
-artificial sweeteners
-chemical additives
-added monosodium glutamate (MSG)
And are
-non-irradiated
-organically grown and locally sourced whenever possible.
*certain products contain naturally occurring MSG.
It just so happens that we are currently in the midst of re-writing these standards to make
them clearer and stronger for our owners, and more accurate to what is available in the market
place today.
Now, to address your concerns directly:
To be clear, our Produce Department is 100% certified USDA Organic or Certified Naturally
Grown. That hasn’t and will not change. The Produce Department does NOT carry anything
that is GMO.
Beyond the Produce Department, it gets significantly more complicated.
One reason you are seeing more products labeled as non-GMO is because more products are
indeed actually being labeled that way. So, just as people first come into the co-op to shop and
maybe buy gluten-free pasta and then, as they learn more about health, are maybe making
their own pasta from scratch, so too we’re seeing more manufacturers get into non-GMO
ingredients and then move towards Organic, or farmer-direct, or Fair Trade later on.
This is something we in the Co-op world can be proud of because we have pushed for higher
food standards for decades. And we will continue to push for improved ingredients.
A second reason you’re seeing more non-GMO labels is an interesting dilemma for many
manufacturers: they proudly proclaim that their products are Organic, but they have massive
amounts of people contacting them asking if the products are also non-GMO. Those organic
manufacturers have had to respond by outright paying for non-GMO certification also, on top
of the Organic certification, even though Organic by definition includes non-GMO. So now their
product labels have both the Organic seal and the Non-GMO Verified seal on them! Talk about
confusing.
Rest assured that ONF is continually seeking out better quality products in every category.
We always strive to have entry level products but still good quality to more costly but of the
highest quality. Whenever we can get organic, we do so. If not, then our next best option is
non-GMO.
I hope this addresses your concerns; if not, I invite you to continue the conversation with me
in person. Thank you, William E. Beaver, Grocery Department Manager

1.9.17
I <3 ONF: Patti and Azaleah are always so sweet <3

Tanja: Patti and Azalaeah are great co-operators! I feel lucky to have them on my teams. Thanks
for giving them a shout out. I'll share the happy news with them. :) Tanja Ray, Front End
Manager and Clean Team Manager
I <3 ONF Evelyn: They make the best scones ever!
Pauline: Thank you so much Evelyn! We are so glad that you enjoy them! Thanks for taking the
time to give us that awesome compliment, very nice of you to do.
Anonymous: Wish margarine wasn’t used so much in prepared foods (and canola/Vegenaise). I
like the chicken salads but wish there weren’t so many onions! Usually like the squashy root
vegetable soup but today something is in it so strong I can hardly eat it. (But then, when I had it
before, it wasn’t all pureed together.)
Pauline: Dear Anonymous, we’re happy to let you know that we don’t have margarine in our
foods! We use mayonnaise in the natural chicken salad and Vegenaise in the Bombay chicken
salad, neither of which are a margarine product. For the onions, we have had several
suggestions for mixed salads without onion and are still brainstorming some options for this,
likely on our summer menu. I hope this information helps you and thank you for letting us
know what you are looking for in our prepared foods selection.
Elizabeth: I buy Kalona whole milk every week. I notice we sell it here for $6.69 and at Natural
Grocers it’s $4.99. I wonder if there is any way you would consider lowering the price a little to
be more competitive. I would hate to have to buy it there, but am considering it because the
price is so much cheaper. Thank you for considering my request!
William: Hi Elizabeth, Thank you for your recent note regarding Kalona Whole Milk. I
understand your concern that Natural Grocers is selling it for $1.70 less than ONF. I can't
explain how they do that, as their shelf price is about what we pay for the milk. Either they have
it on a special sale right now, or they are using it as a loss-leader, meaning they price it very low
and hope to make up the loss of money by selling other items for more.
We try to even out our prices rather than use such gimmicks. However, we do have certain
items for sale at lower than usual margin, and we do that with the local milk and the Organic
Valley milk, but we can't afford to do that with the Kalona.
May I suggest you try the local milk? Ozark Mountain Creamery is a local family-run dairy
farm that raises their own cows and milk them themselves. Their milks are only $3.69 per half
gallon, they are batch pasteurized, which is the closest you can get to raw on grocery shelves,
just like Kalona. And the pink top milk bottles are un-homogenized, just like Kalona. They
deliver every Wednesday afternoon, and have regular, 2%, chocolate, and cream top.
Thank you.
I <3 ONF Susanna: The greens lately (hot bar) have been soft enough for me to eat! Kale
especially has been hard for old teeth. Thank you so much!
Pauline: Hi Susanna, we’re glad to hear that. I think it may also be in part because all of the
greens we’ve been using on the hot bar have been local nearly all winter long. With the lack of
intense or prolonged cold the greens at Lightner Farm have just kept going all winter. That and
they now use row cover and are located in the River Valley. I’ve always thought over wintered
greens were sweeter and softer. Anyways, thank you for letting us know, we appreciate it.

I <3 ONF: I can buy ear candles, skullcap, and gluten to make my own seitan.
Carrie: Thanks for the love! I'm delighted to hear we have what you're looking for. If there's
ever anything else you're wanting and we don't have it in store we'd be happy to do a special
order for you.
Anonymous: Often, the Organic Valley shredded cheese bags are overstocked and protrude out
beyond the air shield fan and cooler. This is the current state. The bags in front are bloated and
room temperature.
William: Thank you for bringing this to our attention. Sometimes what seems so obvious can be
lost on those walking deep in the forest. We will take care of this. Again, thanks.
I<3 ONF Alissa: On Saturday the 7th of January I came in the and ladies working in the bakery
were so helpful! I needed to make gluten-free cookies for a party and had no idea where to
start. They pointed me towards the Pamela brand. I got the chocolate chip oatmeal. They were
so good and a huge hit at the party! THANK YOU!
Pauline: Dear Anonymous, thank you so much for taking the time to compliment our bakers!
And we’re delighted to hear your cookies were a hit at the party. Glad we could help! Thank
you.
1.16.17
Leslie: Signing up for Heather’s workshops online needs to be more user friendly.
Ali: Hi Leslie, I received your suggestion form with the feedback that signing up for our classes
online needs to be more user friendly.
There are definitely a few steps to get through to be able to RSVP through the website.
Adding the ticket to your cart, creating an account, and “checking out”. This process sends
Heather and I both an email that lets us know your name, email address, phone number, and
how many seats you would like for us to reserve in the class.
Your contact information here is only used to save your spot and to get in touch with you in
the event that a class is cancelled for some reason.
On the page of each event my email address is also listed, ali@onf.coop, and you are always
more than welcome to send me an email directly with what class you would like me to sign you
up for. Another option is to call the store at 521-7558 and the Owner Services Desk will be
more than happy to get you registered as well.
I hope this information is helpful. Please let me know if you have any other questions.
I <3 ONF Gerry: Your people are very helpful and friendly.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
Lisa: Good membership incentive program—the iPad pro! Please consider having fully vested
owner drawing—we have supported ONF for many years!! See it as another reward! Thanks.
1.23.17

M.: Bring back the $.05 for using our own bags!!
Bonny: No offense to anyone, but I don’t like the new BYO bag reward system. It’s too timeconsuming to fill out a ticket.
Ali: Hi Bonny! I received your suggestion form regarding the new reward system for bringing in
reusable bags. I’m sorry to hear that you dislike the new program, please know that you are in
no way required to fill out the ticket and participate and I hope that’s not the impression that’s
been given. My goal with the new system is to not completely remove any reward for bringing
reusable bags to the store.
When the nickel back program was implemented the idea was to promote more reusable
bags being brought to the store and fewer paper bags being used. Unfortunately this wasn’t
actually the result we saw. We are looking very closely at all expenditures right now, the nickel
program costs the co-op roughly $400 a month and at this time just isn’t a sustainable option
for us. I hope that you understand our position, we appreciate your patronage of the co-op and
your feedback is always welcomed.

I <3 ONF Peggy: Demetrius was incredibly helpful Saturday morning. He was patient, pleasant,
and willing to go the extra mile. I was extremely impressed.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
T: STOP asking me for donations. Your prices are too high as it is.
Tanja: Howdy! If you don't want to be asked for donations I can let my staff know that! The
New Leaf program has been super cool because it is helping local producers and farmers grow.
We love local here and try to support it every way we can. But we understand donation
programs can be annoying for some customers. Next time you're in please feel free to ask for
me by name. If we get to know your face and know you don't want to participate we can skip
asking you in the future! Also, make sure to check out the Co-op Basics, Co-op Deals, Owner
Bonus Buys and Field Day items in the store. They are great deals with low prices. :)
I <3 ONF Barbara: Just an enthusiastic endorsement of the new hand dryers in the restrooms—
fast and efficient!
Tanja: Thanks for sharing your thoughts Barbara! I am super excited about the hand dryers
because they are better for the environment and they reduce expenses for the co-op at the
same time. I'm glad you're enjoying them! :)
I <3 ONF Barbara: Every staff member I spoke to today had a smile and friendly response. Thank
you!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.

I <3 ONF: I will thank Pauline for being so kind. You all are so kind. I love ONF, not simply as a
shopping place but as a source of very positive energy from loving, kind people. Just walking
into the door brings joy into my life. Thanks to all of you who work there.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
Anonymous: Sometimes the music is great, other times feels like generic Wal-Mart.
Andrew: Thanks so much for your comment. Our intent is to play a wide variety of music that
hopefully appeals to everyone who shops here, but this is quite difficult given ONF’s diverse
customer base. We need to consider everyone from ages 1-101, and we try to play music that
reflects that. Unfortunately, this sometimes leads to the situation you just described, but we’re
glad that we’re playing music you enjoy at least part of the time.
2.6.2017
Anonymous: I was shocked to see a recipe featured by Heather Artripe that included
maraschino cherries. It was in the February 2017 Nutshell. Maraschino cherries are not
cherries! They are a manufactured thing! Super unhealthy! Heather needs to read about mc’s in
Amy Stewart’s book, “The Drunken Botanist!” Amy tells the history of the totally artificial
“cherry!”
Heather: Hey there! I totally understand your concerns over Maraschino cherries. Most of them
are made in a nightmarish way! That is why when we found a brand that made them the
correct way and brought them in I was so excited! We currently sell two varieties of maraschino
cherries in the Co-op that meet our standards of quality. The brand we carry is Tillen Farms,
they are located in Washington State. This particular brand is free of corn syrup and
preservatives as well as artificial colors, flavors, and dyes. There are only 5 ingredients which
includes cherries, water, sugar, vegetable and fruit concentrate (for the color), and natural
flavor! Thank you for writing to us with your concerns!
Callie: I would love it if I could grab a cold “Maine Root” root beer from the front cooler 
William: Per your request, we have moved the Maine Root soda to the front cooler.
Liz: Hot food on hot bar not hot!
Pauline: Hi Liz, we have heard this from folks before and identified why this experience happens
and have a tip for you. As our seating area is located up front and across the store from where
our hot food is available, it can, depending on the time it might take to go through the register,
cool down from its serving temperature of 140. We did move the plates to a warmer location
though do suggest that you try using the to-go cartons we offer as they provide a lid then for
transporting food across the store. In the long term we do want to change the way our food is
served to ultimately address that, though I cannot tell you when exactly that will be. I hope this
information is useful and thank you for taking the time to write us.
Jayme: Would like for all owners who request free coffee to get it! Really! Think about it!

Pauline: Hi Jayne, we did discuss this and really what we want to do is provide our owners with
products that meet our standards of quality, which for the deli is that we only use natural,
organic, and local ingredients and make everything from scratch. For us to provide free coffee,
like what you sometimes see at a bank or auto shop, we would have to bring in conventional,
cheap coffee, instead of the Organic, high quality, farmer cooperative owned, and locally
roasted coffees that we offer. That said, our coffee is very affordable for the quality of product,
both the sizes we offer are priced under $2.00 and if you get a re-fill or bring in your own mug
it’s only $0.99. I hope this information is helpful to you and thank you for taking the time to
write us.
Wynne: You only have bone meal powder—same as now offered by all supplement shops. I
want capsulated form.
Linda: Regarding bulk salt—could we put the Guisto’s sea salt #485 in an upper bin? Currently it
frequently has brown tiny globs of who knows what—looks like honey or molasses leaked in.
Bin is near floor.
Hi Linda, Thank you for your recent comment you wrote for Ozark Natural Foods. More than
likely what you are seeing is the light brown sugar from the bin above. This is one of the
challenges of the bulk department: keeping products pure from cross-contamination. You really
see it with the Guisto's because it is so white, so anything else will be noticeable.
Because of this potential for cross-contamination, we are always very clear to people that are
gluten-free to never buy anything from the Bulk Department. What happens is when someone
is scooping from an upper bin, some particles may fall out of the scoop and land on the lid of a
lower bin. Then, when someone opens that lower lid, the particles will slide down through the
hinge crack and end up in that product.
This is very nearly impossible for us to stop with our current bin styles. As we look to do a full
store re-set, this is one of the areas we are looking at very closely. We would love to improve
the whole department's design.
I appreciate your proposed solution. Upon further discussion with my Bulk Buyer, however, I
realize that we cannot move the bin up. We have organic items above it that are required to
stay above non-organic items, for this reason of potential cross-contamination.
Meanwhile, what we can do for you with the salt is offer to bag you some from the full bag in
the back. You can either call ahead of time and we'll bag some up for you, or when you arrive,
you can ask the bulk person to bag some. We hope this solution can take care of the sea salt
concern.
Please let me know if there's anything else I can do for you. Thank you.
2.13.17
Kimber: Cheese making class would be awesome!
Ali: Hi Kimber, I received your suggestion about holding a cheese making class at the co-op and
I’m excited to let you know that this is in the works!
Jessica with Sweet Freedom Creamery recently taught a butter making class for us and we
are working on plans for her to come back and do a cheese making class next.

We’ll post the class on our website under News and Events, in the store, and in our weekly
email once we have a date set. I’m also happy to make a note and let you know when we have
it scheduled!
Thank you for writing to us, we always love to hear new ideas!
I <3 ONF: You guys have same-sex Valentine’s Day cards. You. Are. The. Best! Loyal forever!
Kelsey: Thank you! You. Are. The. Best! We are proud to support all of our owners and guests!
Ann: We need a “Heather’s Corner” for the gadgets Heather uses in her classes so we can buy
them!
Ali: Hi Ann, I received your suggestion form about putting up a corner with the gadgets we sell
that Heather uses for her classes and I think that is such a fun idea! I’m going to bring your idea
to our next Cross Promo Committee meeting where we discuss and plan different ways to cross
promote products from the store and set up fun displays.
Thank you for writing to us!
Paula: I’m so glad you have vegan options. HOWEVER, my favorite one never is! VEGAN
CHOCOLATE CHIP AND LAVENDER!!! <3
Pauline: Hi Paula, we added that to our spring menu! You can enjoy that scone on Fridays!
Thanks for writing us to tell us what you like in our store.
Anonymous: I’d love to see gluten-free brownies in the bakery! 
Pauline: Dear Anonymous, we’re happy to let you know that our raspberry brownies are in fact
made with alternative grains. We hope this info gets to you and thank you for writing us about
what you are looking for at your coop.
Anne: You have employees wash hands and then they have to unlock bathroom door and pull
door handle with bare hands—no paper towels. Yuck
Pauline: Hi Anne, I’m happy to let you know that the staff does have paper towels at all of our
designated handwashing sinks in the back for staff to dry their hands after washing and before
returning to work. I hope this information helps you and thank you for taking the time to write
us about your concern. Glad to alleviate it. Thank you.
2/20/17
Sharon: I eat at ONF often. Today all the hot foods, even the mac and cheese were spicy.
Cayenne is too hot for me!
Pauline: Hi Sharon, after checking to see the menu on the day you wrote your suggestion,
which was on a Monday and features an Indian menu along with the same day options, I’m
happy to let you know that there isn’t cayenne in any of the dishes! We do however have curry
in several of our menu options that day and this could be what was unpalatable to you. We did
at one point have it in the mac-n-cheese and removed it from the dish because of people’s
preference for heat levels. We really welcome all feedback and do make menu changes based
on what we hear. I hope this information is helpful for you and we’re glad to hear that you eat
with us often. Thank you for taking the time to write us.

Christy: Need more options/education asked for KETO acceptable food suggestions. No one
knew what it was. Low/no carb, high fat, high protein.
William: Hi Christy, Thank you for your recent note regarding the KETO diet. As a reminder, you
asked that we have more options and education for the staff on the diet.
I'm sorry that your recent experience here found no one who knew anything about this
diet. We strive very hard to stay on top of the latest trends and food-related issues. There are
many, as you may imagine. I remember several years back, when Gluten-Free was first
becoming a fad and before it became a regular part of many people's diets, we were able to get
some very valuable info from our owners/customers who were at the cutting edge of that diet.
With that in mind, I'm wondering if you have an interest in helping to educate our staff?
Our Grocery Department has a monthly meeting, and part of that meeting is used to educate
the staff about a particular topic. Would you like to come give us a training on the KETO
diet? We reserve 15 minutes for this in our 1 hour meeting, so it would not take a lot of your
time. If you're unable, perhaps you could give me a credible website and/or organizations to go
for educational material I can use for the staff?
As I mentioned above, it was our customers who were first able to help us with the GlutenFree diet, and it looks like we can use some guidance on the KETO one as well. Thank you.
Keith: Was told that you will not have Lakewood fresh pressed juices. Please offer another
brand to replace it.
Hi Keith,vThank you for your recent note regarding Lakewood juices. I may need some help
from you to understand what you are referring to. Lakewood is a juice brand we carry, but they
are a national brand and so do not offer fresh-pressed juices. We have Native Nectar, Berry
Naturals, and our own in-house fresh-pressed juices in the Produce section.
If indeed you're referring to the Lakewood Pure juices, the good news is that I not only kept
the ones we were carrying but also brought in three new ones: Black Cherry, Prune, and
Pomegranate. Also, the Knudsen brand has a line of Just Juices. I hope this addresses your
concerns; if not, please let me know so I can help you better. Thank you.
I <3 ONF Rachel and Donovan: Because we can get so many of our necessary household goods
and lots of LOCAL produce and other products here. <3 AND Because of the yummy food bar
options and VEGAN DESSERT options! Also, the friendly folks in the deli and up front!
Pauline: Hi Rachel and Donovan. Thanks for the compliments! Being farmers for us yourselves
that means a lot and we are just as appreciative as you about the local options. Thanks for your
notes of support for our local producers, our staff, food options, and your co-op.
2.27.2017
Donna: Start requiring folks to bring own BAGS—Like Aldi’s or Natural Grocers. Supply boxes for
us who forget!
Budhi: Please stop providing bags—we will soon…is our forgetfulness. This reminder—a simple
step we can all take.
Dylan: Get the A la Carte pizza process in order. I tried ordering the curry pizza multiple times
only to be told no pizza orders are taken after 6 (@ 6:02), they were no longer making pizza

that day (@ 5:30) and the last time I tried to order I was told they need a 24 hour notice in
order to prepare the curry sauce. 24 hour notice for a pizza! I love you guys, but you’ve turned
me toward ordering pizza from Whole Foods because of how difficult you’ve made it to simply
order pizza. Please reconsider your present course of action.
Pauline: Hi Dylan, first my apologies about your experience. I understand that you simply want
to order pizza. That’s great and something we want to do. We have definitely had some issues
in doing this and changed several aspects to the way we provide this service. We now take
pizza orders up till 7pm, every day of the week. We also added 3 types of Take-n-Bake pizza
offering available throughout the day in our grab n go case. We changed the way that dough is
rolled out and set aside. Finally, we also upped our production of Cheese Take-n-Bakes so that
if we are backed up with orders we can easily add the desired toppings to an already prepared
pizza and bake it off. That said, I would like to take this opportunity that it is first come first
serve as we can literally only make up to 12 pizzas/hour due to equipment layout and our
standards. We make everything from scratch in our kitchen, including our pizza sauce and
dough, and we only use organic, natural, and local ingredients. No other grocery store in town
offers this service with those standards and as it’s gotten more popular we’ve, as I said,
definitely had some issues figuring this out.
Also I need to apologize for a miscommunication on our part about the response you
got about the curry pizza and why the staff asked for a 24 hour notice, the reason for that is we
do not currently offer the curry pizza on our winter or spring menus. We rotate the pizza menu
seasonally, which largely doesn’t affect the typical offerings though does affect the specialty
ones, like the taco pizza on the spring menu, the chili pizza on our winter menu, and the curry
pizza you mentioned, which we first tried out a couple of menu rotations ago. We are happy
though to make that for you though as it’s off menu currently that makes it a catering order, as
we don’t have the house made curry pizza sauce on hand. Again, totally fine, we just need to
run it through our catering program. Which as a side note, is very user friendly for customers.
Out of 379 caterings last year there were only 2 mistakes made and both got remedied. To
place a catering simply call us and we’ll take your order. The next bit of information that I’d like
to correct is that we ask for a 48 hour, not 24 hour, notice for caterings.
Now, all of that said, I’d like to offer you a free pizza for your troubles. There is a $15
gift card with your name on it set aside at the Owner’s Service Desk. Whenever you would like
you are free to claim it and use it to purchase your pizza. I hope all of this information helps
and that we’ve won you over for a chance to stand out with this offering. Thank you for taking
the time to write us. We’re the better for it. Thank you.

Dorothy: Not a suggestion, but praise: your hot bar and deli are so much tastier than those at
Whole Foods that it’s staggering.
Pauline: Hi Dorothy! Thank you so much and we completely agree with you. There are two big
differences between our prepared offerings versus those of Whole Foods. First, we only use
organic, all-natural, and local ingredients and second, we make everything here in our kitchen
from scratch. Whole Foods does not make anything on site and now doesn’t even own the
company that produces the hot foods that they serve because their own distribution
warehouse was shut down for repeated health code violations. They currently largely purchase
their hot foods frozen from a third party, ship them to their store and then follow what is

referred to as the ‘dump and cook’ serving method. Being the complete opposite of that, we
do think, like you, our food is tastier. Thank you again for taking the time to let us know!
Doris: Suggest ONF should do something to honor the original members/owners.
Pat: Please consider combining the café and the serving area (“as it used to be”). Thanks.
Pauline: Hi Pat. We have considered that and have long term plans to renovate both of those
areas though I can’t tell you when that will be. Another manager and I are also wanting to use
some more of the space next door to our farm and garden/pet store. She is wanting to put in a
tap room and I would like to serve plated food there, again, I can’t say for certain when that
might happen. Just letting you know as we’ve had this suggestion over the years and used that
particular piece of feedback in some of our long term planning for the building. Thanks for
adding your voice to that and taking the time to let us know. Thank you.
Robert: Coffee rewards program.
Pauline: Hi Robert, I’m happy to let you know that we do have a version of this at our store.
Our organic drip coffee is $1.69 for a 12oz and $1.99 though if you are getting a refill or bring
your own mug it’s only $0.99. I hope this information is helpful for you and thank you for your
suggestion.
Rylee: Different options of paper for kids.
Andrew: Hi Rylee, thanks so much for your suggestion that we have different Co-op Kids
activities. Right now we don’t have the space to display two different Co-op Kids activity sheets,
but the next time you are in the store, feel free to ask for me and I would be more than happy
to provide you with a different activity sheet!
I <3 ONF anonymous: The guy in the feed and seed store is great—helpful and polite.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I <3 ONF Rea: They have yummy fruits and veggies!!
Pauline: We agree!!! Glad you enjoy fruits and veggies too. Thanks for letting us know.
I <3 ONF Gabriel: Coffee!
Pauline: Yes. Coffee!! Thanks for telling us what you enjoy at our store!
I <3 ONF Laura: The worker Ali is really nice.
Tanja: Thanks for sharing that Laura! Ali is really nice and we are happy to have her here in the
front end! :)
Scott: The café used to serve Onyx coffee—it tastes much better than the replacement. Thanks.
Pauline: Hi Scott, happy to let you know that we were running a special promotion on the
organic Pachamama coffee that is currently occupying the urn where the Onyx was. We did
that because they are also a cooperatively owned company and wanted to highlight the fact

that we had this new product in our store by serving one of the varieties at our coffee bar. We
liked it so much that we are going to keep offering it though we are also fond of the Onyx roast
and plan on returning it this coming Sunday, 3.26.17. I hope this info is helpful for you and
thanks for telling us what you enjoy at our store.
3.6.2017
I <3 ONF Anonymous: Because of Heather’s Indian cooking class—she is great!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I <3 ONF Alyssa: Because the deli food is mega-dope. Can’t get enough of that kale salad! :D
wow!
Pauline: Dear Alyssa, word up. We think so too, and kale yeah!!!
Alyssa: Any salsa with fruit in it (e.g. peach, pineapple, mango) would be stellar!
Pauline: Dear Alyssa, we will save your suggestion for when we begin planning our summer
menu, which will likely roll out early June. Thanks for taking the time to let us know what you
are looking for in our prepared foods mix. In grocery though I do really recommend trying fruit
inspired salsas from 2 local companies, Helen’s Table and My Brother’s Salsa. There is a
cranberry orange and cucumber tomato from Helen’s Table and a peach tomato from My
Brother’s Salsa and all three are excellent. Thank you again for your suggestion.
Chloe: I would love it if I could come here and pick up food from the hot bar for dinner!
Pauline: Dear Chloe, you were the second person in the same week to make this suggestion so
we discussed this with our prepared foods staff as currently we only run a breakfast and
extended lunch hot bar. And we’re going to do it! Look for it in early June when we roll out our
summer menu and thanks for letting us know what you are looking for in our store.
I <3 ONF Kathie: When I checked out today, I was next in line for Rachel Garcia to check me out
and I saw her kindly handle a bit of a fussy customer. The lady was complaining about the prices
getting too high and that she might have to go somewhere else. Rachel was kind and when the
lady told her she needed to let someone know about it, Rachel said she would. Rachel was
sweet throughout. Just wanted to let you know. Hope you have a good day!
Tanja: Thanks for sharing your observations Kathie! Rachel is a sweetheart and we feel very
lucky to have her here at the Co-op! I'll make sure to share what you wrote with her so she can
know customers are thinking about her. :)
3.13.17
Cynthia: Hey! I dare not go to Whole Foods here (not a traitor) but was recently in OKC where I
went to a Whole Foods. I know (I really do) your managers review the competition. But I
wonder if you take away this: Whole Foods knows their brand isn’t just their logo and
messaging on a flyer. It says, “You’re special and deserve luxury.” Their brand is present in the

bathroom fixtures and in the people who seem to be at constant beck and call. I know you’re
rebranding and I hope you find a consultant who understands the scope of what brand means.
It’s something every employee is aware of and communicating.
Mike: Cynthia and I spoke on the phone. We agree. Wholefoods does an amazing job with their
brand. Everywhere in the store, the message is simple, “we’re saving the world and by buying
these products, you are too.” Obviously, they have a huge budget and roll out their message
nationally. On the other hand, our brand has been cobbled together and handed down from
generation to generation, changing due to staff turnover and high profile events at the coop. In
the end, our brand is muddled.
Our Marketing Manager, Ali, is currently in discussions with several ad agencies with the
intention of hiring help to move us forward. The intention is to find someone who can help us
create a new logo, redesign our store and our signs, and mainly to teach how to identify and
articulate who we are and what we believe. We hope that this step is going to be a new
beginning for the coop, to help our owners and the community recognize what we truly offer
our community that differs from large corporate chains.
Great comment. Thanks Cynthia.

Scotland: There is too much rice in the bean, rice, and cheese, and the bean and rice burritos.
Pauline: Dear Scotland, what we think happened is that the wrong size scoop got used during
that batch of burritos so we went back and reviewed your comment with the team to make
sure that everyone is on the same page. Thank you for taking the time to point that out to us.
Leigh: Dog food needs to be in the co-op—not everyone wants garden shoved down their
throat. And moving the bread is annoying. Not my fault no one buys Serenity and it needs to be
frozen. Driving your customers across the store—I guess it drives sales but I doubt it.
I <3 ONF Customer: *because* you will restock the good French feta cheese.
Pauline: Dear customer—yes, we will! It did not come in on our last order, which just arrived
the week of March 20th. We will purchase this again with our next order. And we agree with
you—it is a good cheese! Thanks for taking the time to let us know you enjoy that product.
3.20.2017
I <3 ONF Anonymous: Ali and Debbie make being in the store a truly happy experience. One
always walks back to the car feeling more confident in the middle of the world’s happenings.
Another 24 hours? OK.
Tanja: Thanks for your kind words! Ali and Debbie are great at offering world class customer
service. I'll make sure to share your thoughts with them. :)
I <3 ONF Vegan Customer (you have a lot of us.): Because you’ll stop selling baby chicks—or I’ll
take the many thousands I spend here online and to Whole Foods.
Mike: Dear Vegan Customer, Thank you so much for your suggestion and for your concern for
the baby chicks.
I certainly understand your conscientious choice to be vegan. Please understand that it is our
responsibility to meet the needs of all of our owners. A portion of many of these diets include

eggs, meat, and dairy products. That being said, we do also feel that it is our responsibility to
teach our owners where their food comes from and to understand ethical and sustainable
farming practices. Part of that process is encouraging our owners to own backyard chickens,
collect their own eggs and have a living relationship with their food. We do not just sell baby
chicks; rather we have several classes on raising backyard chickens prior to this yearly sale in
order to teach proper care.
I would also like to point out that there are many reasons for raising chickens (other than
eating) including pest and weed control, free fertilizer for your backyard garden, cutting down
on a family’s food waste, as well as being a very therapeutic hobby.
I hope that you can see that having this yearly sale is an embodiment of our commitment to
our standards of quality and our vision and mission statements; and that by educating our
owners about food issues is an integral part of developing a healthier community.

I <3 ONF Mackenzie: Because of the awesome truffles!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I <3 ONF Anonymous: Because everything!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
Donna: I hate walking the entire store to get bread in a narrower space. I still have to request
bread I prefer.
William: Thank you for your comment. Here are the reasons we moved the bread: to stock
more regularly and to have all bread together in both frozen and fresh. We’re still adjusting to
and improving our procedures from the move.
I <3 ONF Anonymous: Because you are all wonderful! A little while ago, a couple of us old ladies
commented on how the kale in the deli was good, but too tough for us to chew with our
compromised teeth. (It happens!) (That is, one does get old!) And lately, you have had kale and
chard and other greens that are not too spicy (we commented on that too, we’re mild-spicy but
not too spicy) but also soft enough for us to chew—and also delicious! Thank you so much!
Pauline: Hi Ladies, thanks for that. We did also discover that our greens recipe was incorrect
after investigating from your other suggestions, so thanks again for helping us out. Definite
win-win. We really appreciate you taking the time to thank us.
Anonymous: Please put out crackers again with our soup.
Pauline: We can certainly ask the grocery department if they would like to cross stock some
crackers by the soup other than their location in aisle 2. For something complimentary, we do

offer a piece of our house made baguette bread with the purchase of soup, which we hope you
will enjoy. Thank you for writing us.
Isis: I appreciate you are trying to improve the store but is inconvenient to have to walk to the
next door to get my dog’s food or treats and have to do 2 different transactions. Thanks.
Dennis: 5th request for this: When will the new community bulletin board be placed on the wall
in the entry area? (The “services and products for sale” bulletin board in the eating area is just
fine where it is. I’m talking about the new bulletin board to announce events of community
interest. Real co-ops educate the people. Thank you.
Heather: Look for a bulletin board in the vestibule within a few weeks.
Ginny: ONE OF THE CO-OP PRINCIPLES IS TO PROVIDE COST EFFECTIVE FOOD FOR THE
CUSTOMERS. I’D LIKE TO SEE MORE EFFORT.
Mike: Hi Ginny, I read your suggestion and appreciate the question.
You are right, our mission is not just to bring natural and organic food and products to our
community, but also to do it at a reasonable price. Since the beginning of the coop, this has
always been a struggle. We are, after all a single coop in the middle of a state that has no other
food coops. We are on our own. Even though that has created an enormous challenge, we have
recently made some great strides.
The first being that we have incrementally lowered our margin 3 times over the past 5 years.
We currently have one of the lowest margins in the NCG ( National Coop Grocers, which is a
network of about 300 food coops in the country.) It is the function of the NCG to negotiate with
UNFI (United Natural Foods Inc; the largest natural food distribution service in the country) who
we use to source more than 90% of all if the food sold at our coop.
NCG has also been negotiating on our behalf to bring in a variety of food at deeply
discounted sales prices. These products are called Coop Deals and are indicated with green tags
throughout the store. These deals change from week to week and offer products in nearly
every category in the store. The number of Coop Deals varies from week to week, usually in the
range of 500 to over 1000 Coop Deals at a time. Right now, there are 721 Coop Deals on our
shelves.
Additionally, they are negotiating with manufactures willing to split the difference on
margin, if we agree to sell their products below margin. These products are sold as Coop Basic
and are identified by purple signs on the shelves. Essentially, they take a hit on their margin and
we take the same hit on our margin in order to have regular low prices. These are not sales.
These are high quality products that are priced on the shelf well below their regular margin. We
currently have 287 Coop Basic on the shelves. NCG is all-in on this program. They plan to
continue to aggressively expand this program in order to bring as many low-priced options to
our owners as possible.
Finally, we recently built a pallet room. We can occasionally negotiate directly with
manufacturers to purchase whole pallets at a discount rate. We have never been able to take
advantage of this due to a lack of storage space. Now, with the new pallet room, we can bring
in whole pallets, cut the price and pass the savings on to our owners.
I very much appreciate the suggestion and I hope this info helps.
In cooperation, Mike.

Rebecca: Paper straws. I’ve recently had a lot of dental work that requires me to drink meals.
Carrie: We have paper straws available to us and can order them in a variety of colors. 50
straws for $5.99.
I <3 ONF Keira: It is (mostly) all organic and about everything is non-GMO and all the staff are
super nice!! 
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
3.27.17
I <3 ONF Anonymous: I am here with my staff/friends almost every day—please have a choice
of 2 different pizzas every day—I didn’t buy a slice today because there were 2 Mexican pizzas
with lettuce and beans on them—I like pizza with cheese and regular ingredients like tomato
sauce and veggies, and other toppings like pepperoni. But mostly veggies—but not lettuce!
Pauline: Dear Anonymous, we have had this suggestion before and on all of our other menus
we did switch to what you are suggesting. We did though make this one exception to that on
the spring menu and only on Tuesdays for the Mexican pizza because of the prep for the make
station and we got a ton of compliments on that offering. Understanding that not everyone
likes lettuce on their pizza, we’ll go 100% back to offering a traditional option with a specialty
pizza when our summer menu rolls out in early June. We hope in the meantime that there are
other items you can enjoy on Tuesdays during this time and we are glad to hear that you enjoy
coming here regularly with your friends and staff. We’re very happy to have all our options
available to you for lunch. Thank you for taking the time to tell us what you are looking for here
at your coop.
Arden: Re: onions on salad bar—slices need to be done—chunks are not easy to eat on a salad.
Will appreciate attention to this matter.
Pauline: Hi Arden, done. Thanks for the note!
Tiffany: Would like if we carried Rudi’s cinnamon raisin bagels.
4.3.17
Anonymous: I’d have completed the survey if “income” were not required. Should be optional.
Ali: Dear Anonymous, Thank you for your feedback on this year’s owner survey. I am compiling
all outside comments and suggestions so that we can discuss and continue to improve our
future surveys.
Lenee: Do you guys ever consider price-matching other health food stores?
Barbara: P-l-e-a-s-e let Steve/produce consult on what’s in the “raw” section. It is just OK. Now I
have to go to other stores to get what I want. I am interested in quality at a fair price and above

all TASTY. Also, so disappointed Punk Rawk Labs cheeses have left. People interested in health
are willing to pay a fair price for high quality food. Appreciate your strong consideration on this.
Pauline: Hi Barbara, I’m Pauline, the Fresh Foods Manager and am responding to the second
half of your suggestion. While Steve is a produce worker (and yes, super knowledgeable about
raw foods), William our Grocery Manager, can speak to our raw foods selection.
For the Punk Rawk cheeses, we do unfortunately have to drop them over the summer
time. Being a fermented nutmillk product that is shipped from Minnesota, they cannot be
transported that far through heat to us without spoiling before arrival. Despite being on dry
ice, we were just crediting them every delivery and didn’t want to continue to have an
awesome company keep shipping us product that we couldn’t pay for, again due to spoilage
before arrival. We did also hold off on bringing them back in over the last winter after we
discovered that because of this transportation process and the quality of the product we would
have to charge closer to $20 for the same size package. I like you believe in paying a fair price
for food though we thought in this instance it was more affordable for our customers to make
their own fermented nut milk cheeses. I’ve done this myself when I was a raw foodist and
vegan and found it more economical, even if it did take some days to prepare. You can do this
with the nuts in our bulk foods section with a Mason jar and cheesecloth from our Homestead
store next door. For an example of a simple technique that I learned while following those
diets check out this website: http://fermentedvegancheese.blogspot.com/p/basiccheese.html. It’s a technique focused recipe that you can alter with other herbs and seasonings
for added flavors and of course there is a wealth of good recipes on the internet. My favorite
ones used almonds, sunflower seeds, or cashews, like the Punk Rawk Labs vegan
cheese. Finally though, we do have a new cheese buyer, Kaitlyn, and I’ll pass on your request to
her while she evaluates our product offerings in that department. It sounds like it’s worth a
phone call to Punk Rawk Labs to see if they can figure out their transportation issues and see if
we pick that product up again. I hope this information is all helpful and really appreciate you
taking the time to let us know what products you are looking for in our store. Thank you.
William: Hi Barbara, You wrote a suggestion a while back that you and I spoke about regarding
carrying a wider variety of raw foods. I spoke to Steve as you suggested, and he gave me a few
names of companies to check out. We did the research and discovered that none of them
distribute through UNFI or KeHE, our main suppliers. Also, some of them are British
companies. The rest, we would have to establish direct vendor relations with, which takes a lot
of effort. I will assign one of my Direct Vendor Buyers to research these companies. Since I
haven't seen you in the store recently, I wanted to catch you up on our progress.
Billy: I would like us to have a bar that serves alcohol.
Raina: Is it possible to keep raw milk cheese on special price for owners’ weekend?
I <3 ONF Jasmine: Because this place has so much food. But with your food my mom makes
good meals.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.

I <3 ONF Jackson: Because the coffee is so good.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I <3 ONF Grace: Because everything is natural and organic and (mostly <3) healthy! It tastes
amazing too! Thanks!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I <3 ONF Layla: Because your coffee is so good, you have the perfect food, that is why I love
ONF so much.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I <3 ONF Carl: I noticed a fresher, freer feeling here with better prices and friendliness from
staff etc. Good work.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
Anne: Dear cook, kindly let us add salt if we desire. Every entrée and veggie I see is salted!
Would have liked to get some food.
Pauline: Hi Anne, you are right, we do have salt in the majority of our food offerings, mostly
really because it is such a mainstay of American cooking. To bring out the flavor just a touch we
do use very low amounts of salt in our recipes. We do this intentionally realizing that we aren’t
going to be able to hit everyone’s palate for salt and do provide salt shakers for those folks who
like a higher level. I hope this information is helpful to you and please feel free to ask us for a
sample, we certainly would like for you to enjoy our food. I’ll also take your comment to our
next production meeting when we are recipe planning and see if we could knock it out of a
couple offerings. We’ve done this with onions, red pepper, and cayenne in the past per
customer suggestions. Thank you for taking the time to let us know what you are looking for in
our prepared food options.
I <3 ONF Michael: Casey radiates positive, welcoming energy and generally exemplifies what
the co-op means to me. I’ve seen him do great things for others and me. Thanks y’all!
Tanja: Howdy Michael. Thanks for sharing such kind words about our cashier, Casey. I'll make
sure to share your shout-out with him. Casey is a blast to have in the department and he does a
great job connecting with our shoppers and owners. :)

Ann: Just give me my $.05 per bag. Filling out ticket is time-consuming and misses the point.
Tanja: Howdy Ann. After doing the bag nickel program for several years we realized that it
hadn't accomplished our goal of increasing the amount of reusable bags that our customers
use. Our marketing department developed the idea of a large monthly gift card prize as a new
way to encourage more customers to reuse bags. Please stop in and chat with me some time if
you want. I'd be happy to hear more about your ideas. :)
Ann: Your survey asked for my yearly worth! Rude
Ali: Thank you for your feedback on this year’s owner survey. I am compiling all outside
comments and suggestions so that we can discuss and continue to improve our future surveys.
Please know that this survey is being conducted by an external firm that is independent of the
co-op and your feedback is handled with 100% anonymity and confidentiality. These types of
questions are common on surveys and are used to gather and provide a full view into the
economics of our core customer in relation to responses on questions regarding products,
services, and preferences. These details are never connected to your name or owner number
but help co-op leadership in shaping long-term strategies as well as marketing efforts. The coop aims to best serve all of our owners and shoppers and our bi-annual surveys help us to
accomplish this goal. I appreciate you taking the time to fill out the survey.

A customer called to compliment Trent on his excellent customer service. She was going on a
road trip and desperately wanted a Rebel drink but they weren't in stock on the sales floor. She
said he spent 10 minutes talking to people and hunting them down, and eventually found the
drinks in the basement and brought them to her. She said most stores wouldn't have staff
willing to go that far for a customer, and that it made her day. She also said Patti was wonderful
as a cashier.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
Anonymous: I tried to fill out owner survey—but last questions were not necessary, invasive,
offensive, and none of anyone’s business. My education, income, age, sex—the co-op is
supposed to be about providing healthy food and life choices; as an owner I resent having to
answer questions that have nothing to do with all that—you ought to make them optional—not
mandatory!
Ali: Thank you for your feedback on this year’s owner survey. I am compiling all outside
comments and suggestions so that we can discuss and continue to improve our future surveys.
Please know that this survey is being conducted by an external firm that is independent of the
co-op and your feedback is handled with 100% anonymity and confidentiality. These types of
questions are common on survey’s and are used to gather and provide a full view into the
economics of our core customer in relation to responses on regarding products, services, and
preferences. They are purposefully asked in ranges so as to further ensure we are not asking for
identifiable details such as exact age, income, etc. These details are never connected to your
name or owner number but help co-op leadership in shaping long-term strategies as well as

marketing efforts. The co-op aims to best serve all of our owners and shoppers and our biannual survey’s help us to accomplish this goal.
4.10.17
Pat: Please move bread back to front of store. I forget to buy it (where it is!)
William: We moved the bread for various reasons, including to maintain its freshness.
Anja: Grow Organic Bananas from Costa Rica have really good growing practices and are not a
big corporation like Chiquita is.
Pauline: Hi Anja. I went to go look at the company GROW and yes, it seems they do have really
good practices and values though unfortunately they also state that: GROW bananas are
available exclusively to retailers from Organics Unlimited. Furthermore, Organics Unlimited, is a
partner company of Chiquita and sell all their bananas under either the Chiquita label or their
private labels, like GROW. (For a quick read: http://www.thepacker.com/fruit-vegetablenews/Chiquita-Organics-Unlimited-partner-on-bananas-204703871.html ) I would love to
directly support small banana farmers, like we are able to do with coffee and chocolate for
example, though the high perishability, storing and transportation practices, and the price,
quantity, and regularity that Americans expect that commodity, make it highly unlikely that we,
as a coop and as a nation, will be able to work out direct buying organic bananas.
Bananas are the number one consistent best seller in produce departments all across
America and of that crop some 4.2% is exported from this country while some 87% is exported
from Central America. (For reference see, http://www.worldstopexports.com/bananas-exportscountry/ and http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/fe901) They are highly perishable, from being a fruit, and
because of the ripening process. Bananas are largely not picked ripe, again to avoid bruising
and being overripe on arrival. To ripen that fruit, they are stored in large ripening
chambers. Because this is a forced process, it also leads to high spoilage as frequently the fruit
ripen incorrectly and turn grey before they ever turn yellow. Finally, because they are so widely
consumed year round by some many, they became a highly competitive market and what we
call a lost leader, meaning they are priced well below what they should retail for to reflect the
cost and waste of that item.
Being the number one fruit in demand, not just in America but in the whole world, these
facts about bananas have led to the consolidation of the companies that own the growing fields
and transportation methods. For the world that is ChiquitaFyffees. The two largest banana
companies merged a few years ago and control over 1 third of the banana export market. (For
reference see https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/03/big-merger-createsworlds-largest-banana-company/359003/) About a year and a half ago, the majority of organic
bananas exported to the United States, regardless of the label, are in some way now affiliated,
either in partnership or in outright ownership, by Chiquita.
Again, I would love to change that and appreciate you offering me something to check out to
that end. Here at the coop we spend an enormous amount of time working with direct
vendors, farmers and food producers. Last year we worked with 130 small, local, and
cooperatively owned producers to source just over $1 million in product. For us it is easy to do
in sourcing food that is able to be grown here and for international goods that transport well,
like coffee beans and chocolate, we work with small groups of farmer cooperatives who have a
real say in how their company is run, how the workers are treated, how the environment is

impacted, and the quality of the product they ship. In other words, it is much easier to know
the growing practices and values behind a product when you have a connection to the source
of it. We work to make that connection possible in as many of our products as possible and in
this instance I’m not sure that it is possible. I do hope you enjoy the access to the products and
services we are able to work with who meet the values you mentioned in your inquiry and hope
that this information better helps you do that. I appreciate you taking the time to let us know
what is important to you and thank you for writing us.

Cindy: Have others expressed desire to have hot/cold bar open 1 hour longer? Close at 7pm
instead of 6pm.
Pauline: Hi Cindy, yes, others have. We discussed this as a team and I’m happy to tell you that
we are going to try out serving food until 9pm beginning with our Summer menu, which should
roll out the first or second week of June. Thanks for adding your voice to the others that have
requested this. We appreciate you taking the time to let us know what products you are
looking for in our store.
I <3 ONF Patricia: The live music is GREAT! Your female vocalist was amazing. Bring them back
every owner’s weekend! Really really enjoyable. Thank you!
Ali: Thank you so much for letting us know how much you loved the music last weekend! Jake
and Emily are very talented and play with another local singer, Candy Lee, in a group called
Melody Pond. I passed along your comments to them and they were so happy to hear that their
music was well received. I’m glad you enjoyed a little live music during your shopping and I’ll
happily invite them to come play again.
Rania: Please put a sign on case to the left of sprouting seeds. Two employees told me the
alfalfa seeds were now in gardening store. Supplements employee said a sign would be…
I <3 ONF Karen & Ted: Because of the quality of products, the friendly staff (who know a thing
or two!), the community outreach and participation, etc. (all I don’t remember.)
Ali: Karen and Ted, Thank you so much for writing, you two sure know how to make us feel
warm and fuzzy! We read every “I <3 ONF” form in our Big Game on Tuesdays and it’s always
such a treat to hear what our shoppers love about their co-op. We like you quite a bit too.
Anonymous: It seems like local produce would be more cost effective for consumer as well as
for you?
Pauline: Dear Anonymous, there are several different ways to address this inquiry and at a base
level I agree with you. Local produce is more cost effective for the community, including the
coop and our owners, and for the environment. The way that I look at it is the more that we
support our local farmers the more their business grows and stabilizes assuring them long term
success and in turn ensuring that we as a community have a secure access to food. This is
certainly more cost effective when considering things like the current weather related issues in
California. For example, right now broccoli with stems is completely unavailable to us and the
bag broccoli and broccoli with crowns that is available is sky high in pricing. This is because the
southern growing region had a mild winter, higher than normal temperatures in spring caused
the crop to bolt while concurrently rains in the northern growing region are preventing

planting. Hence the gap. For us though, we had access to broccoli from Lightner Farm from
February through early April because they invested in row cover and planted a crop in the fall
for over wintering. They were able to invest in that infrastructure because we invest in their
farm in sourcing product from them for almost 30 years and you as a consumer invest in them
every time you choose to buy local. Plus of course the transportation cost is much less coming
from 70 miles away as opposed to across the country. This is a long term cost effective
investment for our community.
Long term cost effective investment also happens for the environment when we
participate in buying, supporting, and strengthening local. For us, we only source produce that
is grown according to standards for organics. Certified Organic and Certified Naturally Grown
growing practices do not just focus on what is not allowed (synthetic chemicals, pesticides,
fungicides, gmos, etc.), they also focus on what is improved through these sustainable
practices. Soil health is improved, topsoil is retained, water is used less wastefully, habitats are
sustained for insects and wildlife, and a diversity of plant species are propagated. We work
with 47 local farms who all follow this set of farming practices adding to the health and
resiliency of our region.
One other way I interpreted your comment was that you might be referring to the
shelf price and the price that we pay our farmers. Though following organic farming practices is
more cost effective, here for the environment and for long term reducing costs by lowering the
amount of inputs needed to build up a local farm in Arkansas, local produce and organic
farming practices are not more cost effective when considering labor. For example, we have an
issue with vine boars that destroy squash and similar crops. They burrow into the vine of the
plant and in eating it can decimate an entire planting within a week, often much sooner. As
synthetic pesticides aren’t allowed most of our farmers deal with this by removing the bugs by
hand, working early on transplants, washing the plants, removing the whole crop, trying out
planting trap crops, or simply not growing that crop for a season or at all. Many of these
options are very time consuming and some really hit the bottom line hard, for example with
total crop loss. We are seeing more and more loss also from the increasing unpredictability of
our seasonal weather patterns and rain flow. These are examples of the challenges of growing
local and organic, especially in Arkansas where we have very poor quality soil and topsoil and it
takes years of investment to change that aspect of a farm here.
One of the seven cooperative principles is Concern for Community. We as a coop believe in
having affordable food, resources, and services for our community. We source high quality
food, local food, and naturally and organically grown food. We also pay living wages and
benefits to our staff and pay a fair price to farmers and food producers to support their living as
well. To that last point, I work out all the pricing for local produce for our store directly with
the farmers to ensure that we have found the middle ground in area between what they need
to provide the crop, support their family and business, and what is affordable, or cost effective,
to our owners. Again, I there were several ways that I thought about your suggestion and I
hope that at least one of my interpretations you considered responsive to your writing. I
welcome any and every opportunity to discuss our local foods system. Thank you for giving me
that opportunity today in writing us.

Anonymous: Please mark down your leftover soups.

Pauline: Dear Anonymous, there are two reasons why we don’t do this. One is that we sell
soup until we close so there is no time that the store is open after our soups start going out for
the day that we could sell them marked down. The other reason, and the real reason, is that
we want to provide our community with a high quality product, which in this instance is our
hose made soup. We only want to serve folks food that is fresh and not leftover. With the
soup we make a fresh large batch, cool and refrigerate and warm up in small batches as needed
so that you are getting a premium product. And the soup, like all of our food, is made only with
organic, natural and local ingredients, adding to its premium while still being affordable at
$2.99/8oz and $3.69/12oz, each size offered with a free piece of our house made baguette
bread. That is the type of service that we are providing. I hope this clarifies things and that this
information is helpful to you. I also want to thank you for taking the time to write us.
Lon: For a long time you had a very bright light working front desk. She knew everyone. Very
efficient. Black hair. She knew the business. Since she left, not so much. Please put her back, no
one comes close.
Tanja: Hi Lon, Thanks for your kind words about Rachel! She was an excellent coordinator at the
Owner Service Desk and I miss having her there. Sometimes staff choose to step away from
positions and that is what happened in this case. We always encourage our staff to try new
things and we work to accommodate them when they ask for this. You will now see Rachel all
around the store sharing her bright personality with many different departments in lots of
different roles. I'm happy to still have her in the front end, and to share her with these other
departments too. Rachel is a great employee and I'm sure she will continue to do wonderful
things at the co-op as she tries on new and exciting roles.
Anonymous: To whom it may concern, I found your survey to be rather rude and against what I
believed the co-op to stand for. Asking questions regarding age, gender, and income level was
unnecessary. I doubt even the offering of $200 gift cards will draw the response you desire as
most people would find those questions offensive and quit the survey.
Secondly, I was pleasantly surprised to see that the former Fresh Market Manager works at
ONF. Whoever hired him needs to be congratulated. I used to shop that store every week,
however, since he left it has deteriorated and I have stopped going there. I would say he is in
the wrong position though…he should be running ONF…he ran an absolutely outstanding store
and understands customer service completely.
Tanja: Hi Anonymous. I understand your perspective on the survey questions. We ask those
questions so we can ensure we are meeting the needs of owners from many different
demographics.
Thank you for your kind words about Matt! He truly is a superstar. I am the lucky one who
got to hire him in to the Co-op and I have been very happy to have him on my team. Matt has
amazing customer service and he is so good at connecting with people. He's also been helping
our store create more innovative merchandising displays and he is going to be rolling out an
easy meal solutions program soon that I am very excited about. I'm sure Matt will continue to
create wonderful changes in our co-op that help us meet the needs of our owners and
customers. :)
Connie: Please move forward on the proposal to grow sprouts on site. I am so-o-o enthused to
soon be able to buy local sprouts again!

Pauline: Hey Connie!!! I got all your notes about the sprouts and yes, what you’ve heard is
accurate. I am actively working with Troy to start this business here in our basement. The
process is not going to be easy though, head’s up. There are a different set of regulations
concerning sprouts since the last time that Troy was able to provide that product and we are
working diligently with the health department to make sure we meet all requirements as we
build a new space here at our coop. We are excited to provide this product though as there is
no other grower for sprouts in the state currently and agree with you, we could do with a local
source! We’ll keep you posted and thanks for letting us know what produce you’re looking for
in our store. Thanks again Connie.
Connie: I have heard that a place may be provided for Troy Case to grow sprouts here…Please
know that I am excited to think I could buy his sprouts again!
Pauline: Hey Connie!!! I got all your notes about the sprouts and yes, what you’ve heard is
accurate. I am actively working with Troy to start this business here in our basement. The
process is not going to be easy though, head’s up. There are a different set of regulations
concerning sprouts since the last time that Troy was able to provide that product and we are
working diligently with the health department to make sure we meet all requirements as we
build a new space here at our coop. We are excited to provide this product though as there is
no other grower for sprouts in the state currently and agree with you, we could do with a local
source! We’ll keep you posted and thanks for letting us know what produce you’re looking for
in our store. Thanks again Connie.
4.17.18
Connie: What happened to the JB coconut wraps that were scheduled to reappear in
February?? Please advise!
William: They are not available wholesale, yet. They are available direct to consumer on their
website. We’re watching for the chance to bring them in. Meanwhile, another option is Siete,
made with cassava and coconut flour in the tortilla case.
Mark: Stuffed crust pizza.
Pauline: Hi Mark. I discussed this with some of our cooks, including our assistant and our main
pizza cook, and happy to let you know this is something that we can provide through our
catering service. There are a lot of operational reasons that we don’t offer this through our
regular menus though the underlying reason is that we have a full service deli to address the
needs of our owners and providing the range of options that we do offer again has a lot of
operational factors involved (that I can go into further detail, if you are interested). Here it also
means that we don’t feel, with our set up, that we can offer this product on a consistent and
timely basis, which is why it is not on a regular menu. I do have two options that I’d like to offer
you. One is the catering option, though we do please ask for at least 48 hrs notice for all
catering orders and are more than happy to make off menu creations. The second is that we
also sell our pizza dough, made from scratch and, like all of our food, only with natural, organic,
and local ingredients. It is available by asking at the deli counter and sold at $3.39/lb. It comes
ready for you to roll out, top and bake, or in this case, stuff the crust! I hope this information is
helpful to you and also want to thank you for taking the time to write us about what you are
looking for in our prepared foods options.

I <3 ONF The ONF Lover: Because it is the healthiest store and I LOVE your kombucha.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I <3 ONF Anonymous: THEY’RE AMAZING
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I <3 ONF The Awesome Unicorn: They have good healthy stuff
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I <3 ONF Kimberlee: I love Crista, she is so lovely! She has helped me every time I come in! She
truly is an awesome person. Very satisfied and she makes my day!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
Arden: Have onion sliced appropriately for a salad—also check the supply of what’s left after
1:00—e.g. eggs were out today.
Anonymous: Produce needs help in places—yellow and brown not good in leafy veggies.
4.24.17
Anonymous: Would you kindly add paleo-friendly soup to the A la Carte bar?
Anonymous: I miss Matt.
Ali E: Just an FYI: Got a call with a customer letting us know that Whole Foods recycle #5 bottles
and that it may take business from us because we don’t.
Sadie: Please bring in “Bitchin’ Sauce”. It’s amazing (kinda like almond hummus)
Eryn: Good morning, I am the Assistant Grocery Manager here at Ozark Natural Foods. I
received your product suggestion for Bitchin' Sauce. I looked into the product and while I think
this would be a great fit for our store it looks like it is not yet available in our region. I looked
into their distribution and I will keep an eye out to see if they become available for us to order

in the future. I will also reach out to the company directly and see if I can get an update from
them on their distribution and if they have any plans to expand their business in our
area. Thank you for your suggestion and we hope to see you again soon.
Jayme: Bring BACK the sani-wipes at the front of the store. Germs on the basket/cart handles
are a NO NO!!! Signed, Immune Compromised Patron! I have been on chemo for 22 months!
Tanja: Hi Jayme. I'm glad we got to speak in person about your suggestion. We have been
working hard to balance our budget in the past year. We are going line by line right now,
examining areas that can be reduced. Our goal is to lift our wage freeze and be able to offer
patronage checks to our owners in 2018. To that end we did decide to eliminate the EO hand
wipes at the front of the store. Those hand wipes may seem like a small service for a business
to provide to their customers and owners, but they had a hefty price tag of $6,000 a year. We
do have a wonderful selection of personal sized hand wipes and sanitizer sprays in our wellness
department if you are interested in keeping some handy for yourself. The EO lavender wipes
are the lovely naturally scented ones you have used before and they are available in a travel
pack size. We also have a great purse-sized natural sanitizing spray from local P6 company
Roots in Bloom that I personally recommend. If you have any more thoughts or questions on
the topic, please ask for me at the Owner Service Desk. :)
5.1.17
David: Open the “Homestead” into the main store and close its front so that it can be one stop
shopping and one checkout.
Crista: Hi David, Thank you so much for your suggestion about connecting the Homestead to
the main store. We would love to be able to do that but our community room is right in the
middle of the two stores. If it would be more convenient for you, we would be happy to bring
your items to the service desk in the main store for you to grab and pay for when you do the
rest of your shopping. Just give us a call before you head our way and we will have them ready
for you. If there is any other way we can help make your shopping trip more enjoyable, just let
us know!
Jayme: Where is my almond milk? Can you order the 5X the protein almond milk? Co-op used
to carry it in the refrigerated and in the nut milk aisle.
Eryn: We’re happy to let you know that we do still have it on the shelf in the same location. The
product has new packaging now. There is no fridge option available at this time.
Cecilia: 2 rows of Get Real 16.9 alkalized water because it is empty in the morning at 9am.
Eryn: Good morning, I am the Assistant Grocery Manager here at Ozark Natural Foods. I got
your suggestion for us to increase the shelf space for the Real Water 16.9oz size due to our
shelves being empty when you come in to do your morning shopping. I should let you know
that we have been experiencing some out of stocks from our supplier the last few weeks on this
particular item, but we do have it back in now and I ordered back up cases for us to keep on
hand. I am in direct contact with the company as well and I relayed the out of stock issue to
them so they can help us keep it on our shelves. I also looked at our shelf spacing and while I
cannot make two full rows of the product at this time I can increase the space it has by a little
bit in an attempt to keep the shelf fuller longer. Over the next few weeks I will personally check

our shelf in the morning and I will continue to do everything I can to make sure you have what
you need when you shop with us. Please let me know if there is anything else we can do for
you, we appreciate your business and look forward to seeing you again soon. I hope you have a
wonderful week and thank you for reaching out to us about this issue.
Lee: Re: coupon book you send out—coupons are on shelf—no need for book. I would rather
have sale alerts via email.
Magdalene: A button we could push during someone’s transaction to enter them in the gift
card drawing instead of filling out a ticket each time.
5.8.17
Sylvia: Would love to see King Arthur gluten-free pancake mix on the shelf. Thanks.
Eryn: Hi Sylvia! Look for this product on our shelves soon!
Leigh: Whole Foods makes an organic bread—Seeduction—that I wish our deli would make. The
seeds they use do not get stuck as much as Stonemill’s Woodstock.
Vicki: Put a recycle bin for excess in store co-op…bags. I have 40 I keep forgetting my bag!
Anonymous: Kitchen: You haven’t quite mastered cooking BASMATI RICE. It should be light and
fluffy, not hard and barely edible. I don’t know if you need to use more water or what the
problem is, but if it doesn’t improve soon I’ll stop wasting money on it. (goes good with the
dahl—when it’s done right.)
I <3 ONF and Homestead Anonymous: Because all-natural foods—products super great!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.

Marilyn: Farmers market all year. No, it won’t take away from the one downtown.
I love ONF Erica: (This comment came after Heather provided excellent customer service over
social media) Wow. You did that just for me? I'm speechless! I knew I loved your store, but this
is just another reason why I will go out of my way to give you more business. I am just
completely taken! Thank you so very much for this info, and I truly appreciate the time you took
out of your busy schedule to relay this info! I have some ceramic knives that are chipped. Thank
you!!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.

Lauren: Would ONF consider a Gimme 5 drop off box? It would allow me to then buy all the
products you sell in #5 tubs that I have no other way to recycle.
Heather: Hey Laura! We did have this program for a while a few years ago. We stopped because
we would have to ship the plastics to the Northeast. It was very expensive and the carbon
footprint it caused to ship it that far. One thing I started doing after that is buying a large tub of
yogurt and portioning it out into 4 or 8 oz. mason jars!
Louise: Mike, what’s with the noise—canned announcements and boom box music—horrible.
Please cut it out.
5.15.17
Suzanne: I’d love to see matcha tea/lattes in the café area! Would be an awesome addition to
your tea and coffee.
Louise: Thank you Mike for turning down that horrible music and canned announcement.
Dot: Create ready-to-cook meals in a box with all ingredients to make at home.
Matthew: Dear Dot, Firstly, let me introduce myself, my name is Matthew Fahy and I am the
Assistant Front End manager at Ozark Natural Foods. I am replying to your suggestion for the
Co-op to provide a ready to cook meal in a box with all the necessary ingredients.
Great news! We have already implemented such a program; it’s called “Dinner’s in the Bag”!
We recognized that with today’s hectic lifestyle many people were looking for a quick, easy,
and nutritious meal solution to take the guess work out of what’s for dinner. The “Dinner’s in
the Bag” program offers all the above criteria plus the bonus of superb value; it is only $20 plus
tax.
We are offering this meal solution every Thursday and will change the available meal
monthly. For the month of May it is a Tamale meal. This means every Thursday in May we will
offer a package of Texas Tamale Co. Tamales, a can of refried beans, a package of guacamole
mix, a bag of tortilla chips, 2 Avocados, and a lime for the great value of $20. I myself have
purchased this meal and found it to be of exceptional quality and value!
The other good news is that we are researching the ability to provide various meal solutions
along the lines of some of the popular on-line providers like “Blue Apron”, “Hello Fresh”, etc.
Our goal is to again to provide superb meals consisting of quality organic or natural ingredients
that are easy to prepare while representing fair value.
I sure hope this news is as exciting to you as it is to us! Thank you for the opportunity to
serve you and hopefully we will see you this Thursday for some Tamale. By the way we are
offering both a conventional and vegetarian option with our program.
Please don’t hesitate to contact me should you need further assistance.
Thanks again, Matthew Fahy
Christine: Supply us with Dr. Praeger’s Kale burgers.
William: We ordered this product and it should be in tomorrow. It took us some time to make
room on the shelf.

I love ONF Layla: Their coffee is great. I love their food. And employees. And pictures. And
healthy food. Thank you for a good store.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I love ONF the Masheks: Good energy and good people!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I love ONF Alexandria: Everything you sell is natural and delicious!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I love ONF Someone: Mike Anzalone!
Andrew: Hey someone, we agree! We’re proud to have Mike as our GM as we grow our
community co-op into the future. He has years of experience and brings a wealth of knowledge
and wisdom to our store—and we are so thankful for that!
5.22.17
I love ONF Susan: Jewel—after all of my years here, Jewel finally (was the first!) noticed my
member card isn’t flagged as a senior citizen…but it will be now! Thanks, Jewel <3
Tanja: Awww, thanks so much for sharing this with us! I know Jewel will be delighted. I'm also
very happy that you will now be getting your senior discount! That discount is 5% off every
Wednesday and Thursday, and it can really add up, especially if you couple it with a 10% case
discount on your favorite products. I'll do a reminder for the rest of my team to pay attention to
those senior designations. Thanks for supporting your local coop! :)
I love ONF James: Heather Artripe is an amazing representative of our co-op to our community.
Her willingness to reach out to the community promoting healthy cooking is a huge benefit to
the community.
Carrie: Hi James, Thank you for your nice compliment about Heather. She is a highly valued
member of our team and we appreciate her passion, dedication and hard work she gives to the
co-op and our community. She rocks!
Sara: Big bags of Merrick grain-free chicken and sweet potato recipe. <3
Anonymous: Could you please carry Applegate turkey or chicken pepperoni—I know they make
it. Thanks.

William: The Applegate turkey pepperoni is on the shelf right now! It was out-of-stocked by the
manufacturer for quite some time but their production is back in full swing. Thanks.
5.29.17
Nathan: Consider providing a veteran’s discount.
I love ONF Elizabeth: I’m so grateful to Michael for going on search for Rudi’s Nut & Oat Bread
(my favorite) for me! He’s always so helpful!
William: Thanks for sharing your experience with Michael. We’re grateful for him also; he goes
out of his way to assist his co-workers as well. We’re glad to have him as a part of our team.
I love ONF Charlie: Because it’s life to y’all, not work. You’re always cheery and excited about
new things, keep up the good spirits.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
Jill: 1) I wanted to get a drink of water in the café, but all the plastic cups smelled so strongly of
disinfectant that id didn’t get any. Ugh! 2) I realize that you have cut expenses because of
competition, etc. However, I am just about at the point of not buying at your deli counter. It is
very hard to get service there—at any hour—and it’s very slow.
6.5.17
Sue: Bring back the buggy wipes.
Tanja: Hi Sue. We have been working hard to balance our budget this year. Our goal is to lift our
wage freeze and be able to offer patronage checks to our owners in 2018. To that end we did
decide to eliminate the EO handwipes at this time. Those hand wipes may seem like a small
service for a business to provide to their customers and owners, but they had a hefty price tag
of $6,000 a year. We do have a wonderful selection of personal sized hand wipes and sanitizer
sprays in our wellness department if you are interested in keeping some handy for yourself. The
EO lavender wipes are the lovely naturally scented ones you have used before and they are
available in a travel pack size. We also have a great purse-sized natural sanitizing spray from
local P6 company Roots in Bloom that I personally recommend. If you have any more thoughts
or questions on the topic, please ask for me at the Owner Service Desk and I'll be happy to chat
with you in person. :)
Anonymous: You have a mold problem—very bad—in your vents H-vac
I love ONF Evelyn: They are great.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire

staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
Susan: Does ONF participate in Razorbash at the UA? It’s about 4 hours 10am – 2pm during
welcome in week August. If yes, we need to get signed up for a table ASAP. It would be a good
wat to get college students and new owners at ONF. –email sign up, give away a gift card
–provide a small sample of food –sign up new owners
Heather: Hey there! We haven’t participated in Razorbash but have participated in a lot of
events at the UofA throughout the years. Razorbash, in the past has been hard to get in to. I will
try again this year and hopefully we can be there.
Jeff: Foot pull for interior of bathroom doors. No paper towels, so now we must grab handles
with clean hands.
I love ONF Christina: Not only is your produce a work of art but the people that work there are
so wonderful and genuine love you guys!!!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I love ONF Mitsi: The staff are so friendly and helpful. The selection of merchandise is good and
the prices are competitive. Try the freshly made burritos, the hot lunch bar and the vegan
blueberry scones! You will fall in love.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
Rachel: I would love to see some biscuits w/o cheese in the morning. Maybe just sausage and
egg or bacon and egg. Thank you 
I love ONF Kathryn: because you ordered the best twig tea in the world! Eden brand kukicha
twig tea! Thanks again!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
6.12.17
I love ONF Neeva: The food is the best. I love who works here. <3

Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I love ONF Zay: I love your food!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you love about your co-op.
I love ONF Anonymous: I love your store, food, and I like it here.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you love about your co-op.
Anonymous: Many customers don’t seem to know that the Homestead is part of the ONF coop. How can we advertise or make people more aware that the Homestead is part of ONF?
Carrie: Hi, Thank you for your suggestion. We are currently developing some strategies to
address this issue. We want to ensure our community knows about the Homestead and all of
the wonderful products we have to offer!
Anonymous: The hot food bar is so inconsistent. I love the breakfast burritos and the biscuits
(when they don’t taste like baking powder or flour, which is rare), but I’ve been here three
times in the past few weeks and the burritos and biscuits aren’t out yet. If I come before work it
has to be right at 7/7:15 but because that’s when the CO-OP opens I would assume they would
be ready.
We love this store and do all of our shopping here, but A la Carte needs serious help. The hot
bar at Whole Foods is way better (and consistent) and I hate that that’s the case.
Gabrielle: Your individual frozen treat options have almost disappeared! Any chance we can get
Rice Dream or similar frozen sweets back? I don’t want to go to Whole Foods! And if you want a
healthy dessert your options are limited in Fayetteville. Those treats are low-glycemic and low
carb too, so good for people with diabetes, like me. Thank you!
Eryn: Good afternoon, thank you for your suggestion for us to bring back single Rice Dream
frozen treats. Good News! Rice Dream has been re-branding these items and we should see
them back on our shelves soon. So far the product has not arrived in our warehouse but I
received notice that they should be available shortly and we will get them back in as soon as
possible. I'll continue to update you when the product is officially back on our shelves.

I love ONF Ciarra: The ONF family is always so kind and accommodating. One of the few, if not
only places that carries Dr. Bronner’s natural Soap. <3
Carrie: Thank you for your kind words! I’m happy to hear you have had a pleasant experience
while visiting us! See you soon!
Susan: Would it be possible to get a scanner gun at the registers for heavy items? If it would
cost too much, I understand. Had to remove some heavy items from a cart. Thought it would be
good if we had a scanner gun. Understand if it is not possible. 
Layron: I wrote several suggestions on the questionnaire at the Dinner with the Board only to
notice that my requests had already been fulfilled in May (busy month for me) and upcoming in
June. I miss all of your great talks and classes because I work Thursdays from 3pm – 8pm
(mandatory) at Welcome Health.  So—please excuse the suggestions that I made due to not
being aware! (And thanks again for the great dinner/interaction.) Sincerely, Layron.
Michelle: No paper towels in women’s restroom. Walmart has better bathrooms because of
this. Walmart uses pristine bathrooms WITH PAPER TOWELS as a way to get mothers into their
store. You are being penny wise and pound foolish. You used to have good bathrooms. But you
won’t compete if you don’t have this important draw. Thanks so much!
Sue: The farm tours were just inspiring. The staff was helpful, the snacks were great, and the
tours themselves were AMAZING. I want you to know how much I value these and hope to see
them happen every year. And I’m so happy to know that I can bring my kids. I didn’t know or
else I’d have done so, but we’ll all be going next year. Thank you!!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
6.19.17
Ed: We would like the Izze products in the drink coolers up front near the registers.
I love ONF Ginny: Because you de-gendered the restrooms. Thank you for promoting a
compassionate, communal environment!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you love about your co-op.
Keith: I am an owner and was told by another customer that Whole Foods was the reason we
did not get a rebate check this year. If anyone with ONF is saying this, this would be poor

community relations. I believe we should be saying it is because we invested in a new
community room. That would be a positive answer instead of a negative reason.
Carrie: Good afternoon Keith, Thank you for submitting your form. Our general Manager, Mike
Anzalone, wrote a letter that was included in our May/June issue of the Nutshell newsletter. I
have included his note below:
About 9 years ago, we purchased our building; 6 years ago, the Board of Directors voted to
pay off all of our business loans and to pay off our mortgage 15 years early; and shortly after,
we began trimming and saving as much as possible to be well insulated against any intrusion in
the marketplace. As a result, when these national businesses opened their doors, we were well
prepared for a loss in sales. Due to this new competition, our co-op did not make a profit in
2016. As a result, the co-op will not issue patronage checks this year. I would like you to know
that the co-op did not take the easy way out. Although labor costs are usually and easily the
quickest place to cut the budget in times of crisis, we chose to make a commitment to the staff.
No one at the co-op lost their job due to layoffs. Furthermore, we did not make any radical or
permanent cuts to schedules. We did not make any changes to our benefits package. We chose
to reduce the size of our labor force through attrition, opting to not rehire after employees left
of their own volition. Rather than cuts to benefits, we looked for ways to cut the rest of the
budget and to increase sales. We chose to implement a temporary wage freeze until the co-op
can afford the remaining size of employees. We believe that these steps are more in line with
our values. We believe that workers should make a livable wage, have the ability to provide for
their families, save, and invest. Although we did not manage to make a profit, we believe that
we maintained our integrity. Furthermore, we did not renegotiate our pricing with our local
farmers.
Just like with the staff, we believe that our farmers should receive a fair price for their
produce. We continued to pay a fair price and charge a fair price for everything that we sell in
our Fresh Foods departments. And, we tried to find any way possible to maintain our purchase
levels of local products. I would like to reassure you that all of these conditions were
temporary. We did lose some customers, we did lose some owners, and we did lose some sales.
But, all of that has leveled off and we have begun to see an increase in all three. I have no
doubt that in 2017 the co-op will once again be profitable. Thank you for your understanding
and your support.
In cooperation, Mike Anzalone, General Manager, Ozark Natural Foods
We hope this letter is helpful in clarifying the patronage checks. It is definitely our intent and
goal to ensure they are issued, however with these unfortunate events we were unable to but
hope to be able to issue them next year.
Tracy: I wondered if you considered getting Farmer’s Pride eggs from Decatur, AR.
Tracy: Please bring back the wipes for the carts. Thanks! 
Tanja: Hi Tracy, thanks for sharing your thoughts! It was a tough decision to eliminate the EO
hand wipes by the cart station. With new competition in town we have been working to reduce
our expenses in many different ways around the Co-op. We want to offer raises to our staff
again in the future, offer patronage checks to our owners in 2018, and reduce the costs of our
products for all of our shoppers. With these as our goals we decided to eliminate the hand
wipes. It cost the Co-op and the ownership $6,000 a year to offer the service. When we're
profitable again we can definitely look into bringing the service back. In the meantime, please

know that the front end department sanitizes every cart handle every week. If you miss the
lovely lavender scent please check out the convenient travel size EO hand wipes available in our
wellness department for sale. I also welcome you to ask at the front desk for someone to
sanitize your cart handle using a reusable cloth and Dr. Bronner's sanitizing spray. They will be
happy to do this for you every time you shop. Thanks for supporting your local Co-op! :)
I love ONF Anonymous, relayed to Susan in the Front End: A customer noticed that we have all
been more attentive and good about asking if people can find what they need. The customer
loves our produce.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
6.26.17
Ken: Move cart rack to center for ease of use.
Jim: Missing Crystal Lake Frozen Chicken drumsticks. Can you get them back? You have the
other Crystal Lake chicken…
William: Hi Jim, Thanks for your recent request that we bring back the Crystal Lake
Drumsticks. The Crystal Lake company was recently bought by a larger farmer co-op in
Iowa. They have therefore changed some of their procedures and we have not been able to get
their drumsticks lately. We are trying to get them back from Crystal Lake, or else find another
source. That also means that when we do bring them in, they will likely not be at the same good
price we had the Crystal Lake drumsticks previously. Meanwhile, we have some great deals on
local Across the Creek chickens, which I find to be quite tasty. Thank you.
Sandy: I would like a button that rounds up for New Leaf on credit card reader.
Tanja: Howdy Sandy. I'm all about it! We have already talked about this same idea here at the
Co-op so great minds must think alike. Our I.T. genius Ryan has it on his to-do list. The first step
will be finding out how much the custom programming will cost. We have a request in to the
company that creates our register software and they will be giving us a quote soon. If it's low
enough we'll be moving forward with the project. Thanks for sharing your thoughts and for
shopping at your local community Co-op! :)
Tanya: Please make sure the music is family friendly. AC/DC and other screaming or cussing
music is not family friendly or professional.
Andrew: Hi Tanya, thank you for your comment. I apologize for your unpleasant experience
regarding the overhead music. I completely understand your concern and have replaced the

station that I believe was playing AC/DC with a station that I think will satisfy your taste.
Hopefully this helps your overall experience at ONF. Have a great day!
I <3 ONF Tara: I might work and get a discount at the other natural food store down the road,
but dangit if I don't still love ONF. I have spent an hour there just buying bulk things, I am
starting to consider the possibility that I may have a problem.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
7.3.17
Joy: How come we don’t have a compost bucket at the dist station? (Whole Foods does)
Arden: Sunday lunch – broccoli is not cooked enough to be edible.
I <3 ONF Zax: I love Jewel.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you love about your co-op.
Anonymous: Use paper bags instead of plastic for buying bulk and produce. SAVE THE
ENVIRONMENT.
Anonymous: The Loblolly refrigerator near Register 6 creates a bottleneck.
William: We know it’s a little tight. We tested it and ensured that all carts can get through. We
plan to eventually get rid of the magazine rack, and we will be alternating the Loblolly table
between the current location and at the end of registers 5 and 6. Folks have really been
enjoying the Loblolly there during these summer days. Thank you.
Chad: There should be paper or plastic bags near sections that sell meat so customers can
immediately bag meat products.
William: Hi Chad, Thank you for your recent suggestion that Ozark Natural Foods have plastic or
paper bags available for people to immediately wrap their meat in. I'm happy to say that we
already have that convenience near our fresh meats; just look up and you'll see a roll of bags to
the left of the fresh meat. I like the idea of also making this available for the frozen meats, so I
will put in a request with my maintenance guy to do this. Thank you.
I <3 ONF John: Susan she is kind and courteous and helps us feel welcome at this co-op store.

Tanja: Thanks for your kind words John. Susan will love to hear this! She's a lot of fun to have at
the store and we're glad to have her.
Joy: I suggested this years ago…but perhaps now is the time for Church of the Sacred Dance,
one Sunday morning a month. E.g. no booze, drugs, no hustle—just free-form dance with a
volunteer DJ every time (all kinds of music!).
7.10.17
I <3 ONF Ali E: I had a customer call today to tell us how amazing her shopping experience was
yesterday. It was her first time in and she was SHOCKED by how well every employee she
encountered took care of her. She said she wasn’t used to that and how incredible the
experience was. She was so very happy with us all. Win!
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I <3 ONF Kali: They have stuff for kids to do and carts for kids and you can buy lunch then eat it
here and free fruit for kids.
Mike: Please know that every staff member hears each of these. Every “I Heart ONF” card is
read in our daily meetings and at The Big Game on Tuesday afternoon. I speak for the entire
staff when I say that we absolutely love to hear your compliments. Thank you so much for
telling us what you like about your co-op.
I <3 ONF Lorraine: It provides most of my needs. But today I am quite upset—for 12 years I have
been shopping here and always stop for lunch—park my wagon by registers while I eat—today I
went to get my car and it was gone. Apparently the employees thought it had been abandoned
since it was there for a while. But instead they took it with my empty grocery bags on the
bottom rack and put everything in it back on the shelves. I could have cried when I found out
what happened. Although I was offered help, which won’t have worked—I had to spend
another 1 ½ shopping all over again trying to remember items that were not on my shopping
list that I picked up extra—what a disappointment. I think someone should have at least tried to
call over loud speaker to local owner of grocery cart before putting everything back. It was
pretty full. I am not sure if I will be going home with my original choices. A very disappointed
owner.
Tanja: Hi Lorraine. I'm so sorry this happened! I spoke with that staff member. I remember it
was a pretty busy day on Owner Appreciation Weekend. They'd noticed the cart sitting for a
while and they were trying to reduce some congestion around the checkout lanes. They
mistakenly thought your cart had been abandoned. It was unfortunate indeed! I love your idea
about trying to reunite owners with lost carts over the intercom system before reshelving

items. I've taken the idea to the supervisor team to see if they would like to adopt it (I bet they
will). Another thought for the future, shoppers will often let the owner service desk staff know
when they need to leave a cart for a while and the owner service desk staff will have the buggy
parked in front of the community bulletin board. It's a bit more tucked out of the way and they
can keep an eye on the cart while you are eating lunch. I'd love to help make up for some of the
inconvenience you experienced by offering lunch on us. Next time you're in, please swing by
the owner service desk and they'll arrange for you to have lunch on the house. Thanks for being
a part of our Co-op and sharing your thoughts!
Update: Lorraine, I'm so happy we were able to connect on the phone today. I understand that
the offer of lunch on us did not seem adequate to you. I am more than happy to do a make it
right for 10% off your next shopping trip instead. I have also spoken to the supervisor team and
we will be adopting your suggestion going forward. We will always page overhead for lost carts
before reshelving items in the future. Thanks for reaching out to us and thank you for giving me
the chance to make it right by you. We appreciate you as a long term owner and supporter of
the Co-op. :) Tanja Ray, Front End Manager
Gabriel: Please stop selling Dole or Chiquita bananas and start selling fair trade bananas that
create fair conditions for workers and their families.
Georgia: I think you should have a cookbook with all your wonderful recipes in it! People would
buy it and the ingredients her to make soups, etc
Anonymous: Will the July artist display her art in July? The walls in the Gallery Café are pretty
empty 
Andrew: The original scheduled artist will not be displaying her art due to unexpected and very
unfortunate family circumstances. I have been in contact with another artist who will be
hanging her art shortly.
Andrea: Hey guys! You brought in queso fresco—AWESOME—but I would have never seen it
hiding in produce if I hadn’t been visiting with Mike today. Perhaps relocating to cheese cooler
would make more sense? xoxo
Carmel: Please go back to crackers with the soup. I don’t like the bread. Thanks.
I <3 ONF Swetha: I was shopping here on the 11th of July and I forgot my laptop in the cart.
Called up and spoke to Jewel. She ran out immediately and was ready for it when I stopped to
retrieve it. She was smiling all the time. Great customer service!
Tanja: Swetha, thanks for sharing your thoughts about Jewel. I thoroughly enjoy working with
her and have witnessed her superb customer service on many occasions. I am very happy to

have her in the front end and hope she sticks around for a good long time. Happy co-op days to
both of you! :)
7.17.17
I <3 ONF Lilla: I love Amy Beam! She is a very honest employee! Which means a lot to me. She
protected my purse and brought it to me! I immediately smiled.
William: Thank you Lilla. We really appreciate hearing about how the staff are doing such great
things for our customers. While sad for us, Amy has just left the co-op for Texas to pursue the
next adventure in her life. We wish her the best, but we’ll always welcome her back if she so
chose. Thanks again.
I <3 ONF Lilla: Jewel is the perfect candidate for the front desk! She is AWESOME and so sweet!
Let’s keep her here at ONF!
Tanja: Lilla, thanks for sharing your thoughts about Jewel. I thoroughly enjoy working with her
and have witnessed her superb customer service on many occasions. I am very happy to have
her in the front end and hope she sticks around for a good long time. Happy co-op days to both
of you! :)
I <3 ONF Karan: Chef Heather was great at farmers market Saturday. Yummy samples and
recipes. I shopped for and prepared Maque Choux. Served over quinoa. Wow was my family
pleased and all from our local farmers market. Made me look like a hero, thanks.
Heather: Hey there Karan! I am so glad you enjoyed it! Maque Choux is one of my all-time
favorites. I love doing the demos there at the Farmers Market! I also teach free cooking classes
here at the Co-op if you are ever interested. You can find the list of them on our website. Also if
there is a class you are interested in but can’t make it, just email me and I can send you the
recipes.
7.24.17
Barbara: Ticket box for Co-o Rewards is obviously too small and I think this makes it unfair.
Please consider a big spinner basket that would easily hold all the ticket for the month, plus
room to spin around.
Carrie: Hi Barbara, Thank you for filling out a suggestion form. We will look into the big spinner
basket that you suggested. We encourage you to fill out more suggestion forms as they are
always welcome. Thank you.
I <3 ONF Susanna: The vegan breakfast is so good—tofu and potatoes, cooked just right, and
delicious! Thank you so much for keeping vegans in mind, much appreciated.

I <3 ONF Marlee: Trent helped me tremendously with diabetic products. He had a lot of
knowledge and good attitude.
Carrie: I shared your kind words with Trent. We all think he’s a really swell guy! I’m so happy to
hear you had a pleasant experience. See you soon!
I <3 ONF anonymous: The salad bar is awesome—my kids love it!
I <3 ONF C.C.: Heather’s Canning Tomatoes class was amazing! Things I thought I would hate
are now foods I would like to try to make. Thanks!!
Carrie: Hi Hentor, We are so happy to hear you enjoyed the canning tomatoes class! Heather is
an excellent chef and teacher. We hope you will continue to attend her classes! Thank you.
I <3 ONF Aron: Alison is an awesome employee!
Anonymous: Please stop carrying Paleo wraps from Julian Bakery. They are a horrible
company—lies, lawsuits and bad business. Google it!
William: Thank you for letting us know about the Paleo Wraps. I did search about it on the
internet and found lot's of accusations, and indeed a lawsuit that was filed. But from what I can
see, no further action has been taken, there has been no day in court, and therefore no
judgment passed yet.
You did not leave a name and contact for me to discuss this further with you.
What I can say is that we have never had a problem with this company. In fact, we have had
numerous requests to carry the Paleo Wraps and we have had only positive comments about
them. They sell like hotcakes, which tells me that people are repeat buyers of the product.
Until I see a result from this lawsuit or other compelling facts, I do not feel justified to stop
carrying this product. It meets the nutritional and dietary needs of many customers.
You are welcome to contact me to discuss this further.
Thanks.
Kristal: Would love to see the Bemer machine here daily—I would use it.
Connie: Please call me and let me know how the process with the health department is going in
regards to sprouting at ONF. Thank you!
7.31.17
Anne: Please plant trees in raised beds? The parking lot is too hot. Thanks.
Donovan: Can we keep more of the Garden of Eatin’ sesame blues in stock?

Anonymous: Please just give me a dime per bag instead of filling out ticket! Whole Foods gives
me $.10.
Tanja: Howdy! Our store discontinued our bag nickel program a while back. With new
competition in town we are looking at all the ways we can be competitive with our pricing and
services for our shoppers and owners. This means we need to keep up with some belt
tightening. One of the areas where we've decided to tighten our belts is with the old bag nickel
program. All of our belt tightening is helping us bring you the highest quality food at lower
prices than before. I love the new program marketing developed where you get an entry for a
monthly $71 gift card drawing every time you shop with your reusable bags. It keeps our focus
on promoting reusable bags which in turn helps our environment! :)

